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“The rows and scores help to shape our two towns and form the backdrop to many people’s lives, they 
still resonate with echo’s from the past and connect us with our history. The project has helped to 
reinforce their importance and enable volunteers, trainees and the wider community to learn about 
them and their stories and to bring about repair and enhancement.”
 –  Darren Barker –  Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust - Director of Projects

From 2017 to 2020 the Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust has been one of the lead partners of Making Waves 
Together aiming to bring together the shared heritage of the towns of Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft, through 
projects focusing on the historically important Great Yarmouth Rows and Lowestoft Scores.

The historically important thoroughfares of the  ‘Scores’ in Lowestoft and ‘Rows’ in Great Yarmouth were once 
heavily populated areas and were filled with the hustle and bustle of people living and working in the towns 
during the heyday of the maritime and fishing periods. Yarmouth originally had over 145 Rows with some 80 
remaining while Lowestoft now has 11 of the original 13 Scores. 

Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust has led both projects, working with volunteers from both towns in creating 
opportunities to take part in research, conservation and creative activities, as well as carrying out some 
improvement work.  The Rows and Scores Projects each had a £50,000 budget funded through the National 
Lottery Heritage Fund, Arts Council,  East Suffolk Council and Great Yarmouth Borough Council.  Additional ‘Rows 
Project’ funding of a further £48,000 from the Coastal Revival Fund made it possible to fund further improvement 
work.

Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust - http://www.greatyarmouthpreservationtrust.org/
Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust was founded in 1979, with a vision to preserve, save, enhance 
and promote the historic built environment in the Borough of Great Yarmouth. The Trust has been 
responsible for directly saving historic buildings, and has campaigned for and helped to promote 
the preservation of our shared heritage. The Trust also works in partnership with Great Yarmouth 
Borough Council to assist with the delivery of grant schemes and regeneration projects.

Making Waves Together - https://www.great-yarmouth.co.uk/making-waves-together/
Making Waves Together was an ambitious three year programme that looked to enhance pride, 
health, wellbeing and unite communities. It’s aims were to bring the towns of Great Yarmouth and 
Lowestoft together by providing people opportunities to participate and engage in a wide variety 
of art and heritage activities and events that they may otherwise not have exposure to.

Aims of the Book
This book has been produced as part of the Rows and Scores Projects to bring them together in one place to 
celebrate the projects achievements and share the activities, while also being a source of reference for anyone 
interested in finding out more about the rows and scores.  This book will be available in limited printed format 
but will be widely available to download as an interactive pdf which you may print out at home or refer to online.

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT
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INTRODUCTION
The rows are an important part of the social history of Great Yarmouth and are rich with the echoes of 
people’s lives.  

The rows are a series of very narrow passageways in a distinctive grid layout 
providing East to West connections from the beach to the River Yare.  These 
once densely populated areas were built within the confines of the Great 
Yarmouth Town Wall, but date back to the 11th Century.   They survived for 
hundreds of years, despite having suffered many hard times through fire, 
flooding, disease and disasters.  However, the slum clearances in the 1930’s 
and the severe bombing in the Second World War eventually led to the loss, 
destruction and re-planning of many parts of the rows.

There have been a number of theories with regard to how many rows existed, 
but it was not until 1804 they were officially recorded and labelled with the 
distinctive black square and white number. 145 rows were listed. However, 
Half Rows, Broad Row, and Market Row were not included in this figure. 
Prior to numbering, the rows were commonly identified by a unique name, 
referring to either a person or business of significance to the row, such as a 
Tavern or Bakery or a person of importance.  Over the centuries each row has 
been known by many different names, and this has provided a fascinating 
source of historic interest.

Many books have been written about the rows providing very important 
references for future generations to learn of their past.  Fortunately, the rows 
have been captured through many a photographer’s lens or artist’s eye, 
providing a view of how they once looked to compare with the modern day.

Today the surviving rows are sometimes viewed negatively, with these 
narrow passages seen to be subject to modern clutter, anti-social behaviour, 
neglect and decay.  

Despite this, there are many people who have fond memories of the rows 
or have a connection with them through family history which makes 
them the focus of ongoing research and interest.  Even without having a 
personal link to them, the Great Yarmouth Rows are fascinating places to 
explore through research and visiting.  Look carefully and there are many 
interesting features surviving that can surprise you.

GREAT YARMOUTH ROWS
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ROWS RESEARCH PROJECT
GREAT YARMOUTH ROWS
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A Rows Research Project was launched in 2018 as part of the Great 
Yarmouth Rows Project.  Volunteer opportunities and activities 
were provided to learn about the rows through research using the 
Great Yarmouth Library local archives, online sources, visits to the 
Time and Tide Museum, the English Heritage Row House Museum 
and Lacon’s Brewery Museum.  Training in oral history interviews 
was provided by Colin Stott from the Norfolk Museums Service and 
historian and author Michael Teun provided a talk on the ‘Origins of 
the Rows’.  Throughout the project there was much valued support 
and guidance from local historian’s and author’s Colin Tooke and 
Paul Godfrey as well as from the Great Yarmouth Library staff.

Participants were invited to take on the challenge of exploring a row 
each, which they chose either according to personal preference or 
random selection.  They were provided with a research form to assist 
them in finding out key information, such as what other names the 
row was known by and why it was called those names.  They were 
also tasked to find out other information relating to the row such 
as the inhabitants, images and stories with a section to reference 
sources used.  Building upon this initial factsheet, the participants 
were encouraged to present their findings in whatever format they 
preferred, bringing in their own individual styles of presentation to 
share at a private exhibition for the volunteers.  Some volunteers 
continued beyond this point by expanding their research and 
planning additional research group activities, focused on further 
events and exhibitions,  such as the 2019 Heritage Open Days.

Volunteer Jennifer Tidd, researched many rows, and her interest 
in Row 144 and Row 145 was borne out of her curiosity about her 
ancestors.   Her father had told her he was born in Row 145 and she 
researched her family tree, joining up the dots with some surprising 
finds.

Jennifer found she had ancestors in Row 144 and informed us these 
rows were mostly occupied by fishing folk and were completely 
destroyed by bombs in 1942, during the Second World War.  Linking 
with others in her research of the rows, Jennifer shared information 
from a chat with another researcher who also had relatives in Row 
144.  He told of how his family and their neighbours sheltered in 
the cellar of the Clipper Schooner (a Lacons pub) the night of the 
bombings.  His mother also told him a tale of an old man who was 
sadly caught in the blast and lay dead at the entrance to the cellar.

Jennifer researched nine rows in total. In addition to the above, she 
also researched Row 9, Row 61, Row 63, Row 83, Row 90, Row 91 and 
Row 93.

Jennifer Tidd - Rows 144 and 145
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Volunteer researcher Sarah Metcalf, informed us of the several names 
Row 62 has been known by, starting with Henry Church, a Bailiff of 
Great Yarmouth in 1670.  Church resided in a mansion, which was 
later the site of the Cromwell Hotel.   The property was later sold by 
the Bishop of St. David’s to Nathaniel Symonds, also a Baliff in 1682 
and Justice of Peace in 1693.  Symonds was named in the Charter of 
Queen Anne and Row 62 became known as Symond’s Row during 
his era.

Rev. William Lucus occupied the house whilst still owned by the 
Symond’s family and the next occupier the Rev. John Homfray led to 
the row being known as Homfray’s Row.  Appointed by the Ministers 
of the St. George’s Chapel until 1839.  Homfray collected pictures 
and formed a library containing valuable topographical and heraldic 
works which were sold at auction in 1827.

Sarah’s research also informed us the next occupier of the house 
Benjamin Dowson Esq. was a Corn Merchant, and Maltster for the 
London brewers (Messers. Combe, Delafied and Co.).  Dowson was 
also Chairman of the Victoria Building Company, popular with the 
Methodists who held meetings at the Quay and a generous friend 
to the Sailors Home and Hospital. Row 62 was subsequently known 
as Ben Dowson’s Row during his time.  His father Benjamin Utting 
Dowson, also a Corn Merchant, Maltster and Freeman of Yarmouth 
was a wealthy man who owned many properties including the 
Wherry Inn. (A Benjamin Dowson also inherited property on Row 116 
(now known as Skippings Gallery) from his brother Henry Dowson

Sarah’s research also contains information about transporting the 
corn and malt to Yarmouth on the black-sailed 20-ton wherries 
and several pages regarding brewers and their beers including the 
success of the Lacon’s Brewery.

Rebecca Marta focused her research on Row 24, gathering some 
interesting information, images and diagrams. Rebecca informed 
us, the Natwest Bank is now situated on the site of the former Blue 
Anchor Public House which was demolished in 1964, her research 
also features a photograph of Foulshams Dining Rooms on the 
South East corner of Row 24, these premises were bought by Lacon’s 
in 1894.

Rebecca visually presented census information from 1841 – 1911, 
using diagrams which list occupations and other information with 
regard to the residents of Row 24.  She also focused on some news 
stories including the case of Edmund Eagleton and Mary Ann Taylor, 
charged with running a bawdy house in Row 24, in 1856.

Sarah Metcalf - Row 62  : Church’s Row

Rebecca Marta - Row 24 : Blue Anchor Row
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ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS
As part of the Rows Project research volunteers were trained in Oral History interviews and recordings led by Colin 
Stott from Norfolk Museums Service.  This led to some of the volunteers being keen to pursue some interviews.  
Russell Ward interviewed Joyce Ward (nee Barnaby) and Elizabeth Norman, Catherine Allen and Rachel Harrison 
organised interviews with Philip Houghton and Joseph Smith.  The recordings have been transcribed and all 
can be accessed via the Time and Tide Museum which holds a collection of oral history recordings and relevant 
information.

I was born in Row 122. I didn’t know the number, but I know I was born in that Row. 
I lived there four to five years, before we moved down to Row 142. 

During winter in the Rows, we used to go to the old scrap wagons where there would 
be things like old prams. You would nick a pair of wheels off one of them and, with a box, 
make a barrow for coal. There was an office on the Quay, the North Sea Coaling Company, 
and we used to go in there and get half a bag of coal. I remember the man from the coal 
wagon, he wore a pair of corduroy trousers strapped round just under the knee, as when 
they unloaded some of the wagons they had to be careful of the odd rat or two.

The children never used to play in the row as such, they used to play on the Quay or 
went to Middlegate Street. But, in the summertime when we were on school holidays, we 
always used to go onto the beach. We were sent down there to get out of the way, as the 
rooms were so pokey that you didn’t have a lot of room to move about. We went on the 
beach virtually every day, and we took a few bits and pieces with us like sandwiches. We 
were as brown as berries.

We had the tap indoors. We were privileged. Right opposite us was a passage up 
between the two opposing lot of houses and at the end of the passage was a tap, and it 
was for several people up there. I’ve seen them go out there in winter and have a shower 
under the tap.

Mum was very hard up. She had five children to keep and our rent was five shillings 
a week, but we couldn’t afford to pay it. She got twelve shillings a week, which was sixty 
pence, to keep five children and herself, and to pay rent. That’s why we lived on bone 
broth and that sort of thing. There were no benefits, just public assistance. Virtually all 
of the houses in the rows were rented, and a lot of them were owned by the church. The 
church owned a lot of slum property.

Philip Houghton - 2019

GREAT YARMOUTH ROWS
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TIMELINE
GREAT YARMOUTH ROWS

1000AD
1008 

First houses and habitations on 
Fullers Hill - the only dry land  

1100AD

1200AD

1300AD

1250 
Herring had become a popular food

1286
Manuscript lists 99 Rows

1086 
Domesday Survey records 70 

households and 24 fishermen.

1101 
St Nicholas Church was founded

1209
King John’s Charter

1215
the Magna Carta was signed

1257
Henry III granted licence to fortify 

the town
1262

Tolhouse Gaol Built1280
earliest use of the word ‘row’ occurs 
‘Le spital Row’ referring to Hospital 

Row

1300
Rows in early 13th Century included 

Pulham’s Row, Dame Avelinsrowe, 
Hervey Allen’s Row, Row of 

Bartholomew de Thorpe

1348
The Black Death

estimated 7000 out of 10,000 of 
population of town perished

1341
Broad Row was built

1396
Town Centre completed

1400AD

1427
Yarmouth Bridge built

1500AD
1538

Greyfriars built1539
Harbour silted up - boats pulled 

over the Denes 1555
No house to be let without a 

chimney1566
7th Haven cut under Dutch Engineer 

Joas Johnson 1571
Offence to build houses of timber or 

with thatched roof
1598

‘seven score’ - 140 rows recorded
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1600AD

1700AD

1618
by order all row doors to open 
inwardly, five shillings fine and 

offending doors nailed up1629
1200 households in Great Yarmouth

1654
Oliver Cromwell visits town

1657
New Broad Row built
(now Queen Street)1664

2500 deaths from plague

1784
Market Row paved and a old 

cannon placed at west end to 
prevent cart access

1800
Nelson visits Great Yarmouth

1784
Church records 156 rows

1803
Malletts Brewery Row 111 

converted to a prison

1900AD

1804
Rows numbered 1-145 1813

Row 69 was absorbed into the new 
Regent Street

1902
Row 1 demolished including part of 

Town Wall to build Rampart Road
1925

Central Arcade built on Row 74
(now known as Victoria Arcade)

1642
the start of the English Civil War

1800AD

1827
Bodysnatchers in Great Yarmouth

1845
the Suspension Bridge disaster - 58 

people from the rows died1858
Yarmouth College founded 

in Row 111 1884
start made to concrete the rows

1935-1939
Rows demolished to 

create the Conge 1941
King George VI visited Middlegate

1954
Rows demolished to create 

Yarmouth Way 1995
Fire in Market Row destroys Courts 
Furniture Shop at 3-7 Market Row

1898
12,000 people lived in row district

1899
Rows 15 and 16 absorbed into 

Lacon’s Brewery

1892
Palmers Store destroyed by fire - the 

rebuilt store incorporated Row 54
1896

Boots Chemist opened 
on Broad Row



RESEARCHING THE ROWS
Historian and Author Colin Tooke provided some good references for research of the 
Rows:

For an appreciation of the medieval street pattern and origin of the Rows refer to ‘Great Yarmouth’s Settlement 
Pattern’ by Paul Rutledge, Norfolk Archaeology, Volume XLVI, Part I (2010) or Yarmouth Archaeology 2011. 
This remains the most widely accepted of the many theories that have been put forward about the origins 
of the Rows. 

The Perlustration of Great Yarmouth, 1875, by C J Palmer, a three volume comprehensive history of the town. 
The Rows are described in detail with their location, name(s), pubs and details of residences of important 
persons associated with each Row. 

19th century directories list the inhabitants of each Row. These directories include: Hunt’s 1850. Steer’s 1878. 
Cook’s 1886. Cook’s 1894. Available in local libraries.

Maps. The Ordnance Survey 1885 1/500 scale plan shows every building in the Rows. In several sheets there 
is a copy of this plan in the local library. Later useful, but smaller scale O/S maps, include the 1906 and 1925 
editions, available on line at www.maps.nls.uk.

From 1926 to the early 1930s local historian Harry B Johnson wrote regular articles to the Yarmouth Mercury 
under the name Mercury Corner Man. These contained a lot of information relating to the Rows. The library 
has a ‘cuttings file’ of most of these.

Kelly’s Directory of Great Yarmouth, issued from 1900 until 1973. No full set of the 33 directories is available 
but many from the late 1920s and the 1930s are held in the local library. These list residents of the Rows 
at the time. The 1948/49 edition shows what was left after the war time bombing and the 1952 and 1955 
editions show what was left after the post-war redevelopment schemes.

Memories, from people who lived or worked in the Rows, can be useful but these people are now few and 
far between. Many articles have appeared in the Yarmouth Mercury over the years recording memories. 
Caution should, however, be taken with such information as many memories are sometimes exaggerated 
and many may not be factually correct.

Some Seventeenth-–Century Houses in Great Yarmouth, 1953, by the Society of Antiquaries gives details of 
some Row properties before they were demolished in the 1950s.

The Time & Tide Museum has a display about the Rows. Their research room (access by appointment only) 
has a large photograph collection and records of all property, including the Rows, damaged during the war. 
The museum shop has a selection of local history books including The Rows and the Old Town, 2007, by 
Colin Tooke.

The Row 111 Houses and the Merchants House museums have a large collection of architectural salvage 
saved when the Rows were demolished in the early 1950s. 

Great Yarmouth Library has a lot of material relating to the Rows including a photograph collection, 
directories, a collection of newspaper cuttings, maps and plans, local history books and past copies of the 
Mercury and Yarmouth Independent on film.”

GREAT YARMOUTH ROWS
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HISTORICAL MAPS
Maps are important and fascinating documents to study the changes of landscapes.  There are many maps of 
Great Yarmouth to refer to when looking into the rows.  Early examples date from the 16th and 17th Century. 
Henry Swinden conducted the first really accurate survey of the town, in 1753. He published his map in his 
History and Antiquities of the Ancient Borough of Great Yarmouth. The most widespread version of Swinden’s 
map was published by William Faden, as part of his 1797 Map of Norfolk. The following maps can be found fully 
to view on the National Library of Scotland website.  Due to space limitations in the book the maps are zoomed 
into one area of the rows to compare changes such as the Malthouses.  

GREAT YARMOUTH ROWS

1887 Ordnance Survey Map (not to scale)

Reproduced with the permission of the National Library of Scotland - https://maps.nls.uk/
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1906 Ordnance Survey Map
(not to scale)
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Reproduced with the permission of the National Library of Scotland - https://maps.nls.uk/



1928 Ordnance Survey Map
(not to scale)
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Reproduced with the permission of the National Library of Scotland - https://maps.nls.uk/



ROWS IMPROVEMENTS
GREAT YARMOUTH ROWS

New cast iron row signs have been installed on all the existing rows.

Pigeon proofing, new guttering, reboarding and interpretation panels.

Interpretation panels on Row 85 designed by Paul Patterson
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Interpretation Panels on Row 3, Row 116 and Row 125 - Gun Row 
designed by Azalia Sargsyan

Pigeon proofing, new guttering and conservation repair work on 
Rows 89, 90 and 93

18
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STREET LEVEL
In 2018 a group of like minded people came together to form Street Level to meet on a weekly 
basis to try and improve areas in and around the Great Yarmouth Rows.  Their aim to litterpick, 
recycle, weed and garden areas which had become neglected. During these two years the 
team have linked with Iceni Care, the Great Yarmouth Borough Council’s Neighbourhood Team, 
The Civic Society and Norse to bring about positive change in these areas.

GREAT YARMOUTH ROWS

They stuff the bags with rubbish and 
make a clean getaway.

They pick up street butts........

Bagged and ready for collection..... 

To be continued.....

Another job well done by the 
“Street Level” team.

every Tuesday 10 until 12
join the team at Skippings 
Gallery, 133 King Street - 
contact rachel@gy-pt.org

SUPPORTED BY::

FUNDED BY::

Join our team in a battle against litter in 
the streets of Great Yarmouth

Armed with litter pickers they pick up 
waste thrown around the town.

With the power of the MIGHTY 
BRUSH they sweep away the dirt from 
the gutters......

A massive task but the team are 
determined........

They recycle bottles and cans........

Improving our 
streets...
Litterpicking, 
Gardening and 
Art.

Part 1 : Litterpicking
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Join our team in a battle against 
weeds and creating green spaces.....

Armed with shovels, hoes  and rakes 
they remove weeds from the streets.. They are on hand to help with 

gardening tasks..

Improving our 
streets...
Litterpicking, 
Gardening and 
Art.

Part 2 : Gardening Uniting with others in making changes 
to areas....

Maintaining green patches ......

A well deserved biccies and tea awaits..... 

To be continued.....

Another job well done by the 
“Street Level” team.

every Tuesday 10 until 12
join the team at Skippings Gallery, 
133 King Street..
or contact rachel@gy-pt.org

SUPPORTED BY::

FUNDED BY::



CREATIVE WORK
As part of the 2019 Great Yarmouth Arts Festival the Rows Project held an exhibition at the English Heritage 
Row House Museum, focusing on creative work relating to the rows.   The Rows Creative Perspectives Exhibition 
brought together some commissioned work which consisted of a Film by Joe Malcolm,  photography work 
by Jaime-Lea Taylor, alongside research work on the Photographers of the rows developed by historian Paul 
Godfrey.  A display on Art and Artists of the Rows by Catherine Allen was also featured.  The exhibition was 
very well received, and as such was extended until September 2019.   You can view the photograph and film 
commission work through the Rows Facebook page :-  https://www.facebook.com/RowsofGY/  

and through YouTube:-  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AZQT5Vk5Rm8 

GREAT YARMOUTH ROWS

Photography Commission 
by Jaime-Lea Taylor

from the Deborah Trauro Collection. from the Colin Tooke collection. from the Paul Godfrey collection.
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Exhibition at the English Heritage
Row House Museum

Row 125 - taken by photographer 
Lizzie Sargeant in 1911.  
Residents of Gun Row celebrating the 
Coronation of King George V and Mary.

Row 10 - 
taken by photographer 
Henry T. Tinkler Row 3 - from the Nall’s Series



In 2019 poet and ecologist Dr. Tim Gardiner worked with Year 6 pupils from the Edward Worlledge Ormiston 
Academy in creating some Row Haiku Poems.  Some of these were shared on the Places of Poetry website and also 
during the Heritage Open Days exhibition in September 2019.   

Places of Poetry website :- https://www.placesofpoetry.org.uk/
More information about Dr. Tim Gardiner see website :- http://www.essexfieldclub.org.uk/portal/p/Insect+poetry

HAIKU POETRY

in the depth of the row,
the lonely shadows,
my heart beats faster and faster

by Jack

rats
down the row
i hate the smell

by Robert

smoky sky
black clouds filling my lungs
fading behind the sun

by Sophie

cracked path
don’t step near it

by Adam

people running
i drag my troll cart through
the thick smoke

by Megan

claustrophobic stench
flowing through the row

by Damian

dark rises high
doors close quite tightly
and lights grow bright

by Isatou

a shadow slowly travels
down the wall
the chimney smoke
makes the flowers fade
and moss covers the floor

by Jessica

colours of spring
brighten my day
with the texture on the walls

by Tyler

screaming out for help
the eerie silhouettes
approaching

by Summer

21



Paper-works* is an artist led printmaking studio situated in Lowestoft, just a few minutes’ walk to the 
beach on the Suffolk coast.  For the Rows Project, Paper-works* team  Hugh Davies and Lisa Hurcum, led 
a one day sketching and  lino printing workshop.  The workshop was based at Great Yarmouth Library 
located between Rows 106 and 108 giving direct access to some of the rows.  Participants either sketched 
on location or worked from photographs to develop their linoprints. These prints were available as 
postcards to purchase over the Heritage Open Days.

PRINTING WORKSHOP

22

For more details about paper-works* see website :- http://www.paper-works.co.uk/



HERITAGE OPEN DAYS
Based at Skippings Gallery, 133 King Street, the Rows Exhibition took place over the two weekends of the 
Heritage Open Days 2019.   This brought together all of the elements from the Rows Project to share: Information 
by the Rows Research Volunteers, Projection of the Rows Film, Paul Godfrey’s research on Rows Photographers 
and Stereoscopic Views, Photography work by Jaime-Lea Taylor, Oral History interviews, Linoprints and Poetry. 
Lacon’s Brewery kindly loaned some of their museum pieces relating to the history of the brewery areas.  There 
was also information about the Palmer’s Department Store, which absorbed some of the Rows during their 
evolution of developments.   

Carol Desborough led guided tours of some of the rows during the exhibition days, while Catherine Allen created 
an Echoes App Rows Walking Trail which people could download for free to read or hear about the history of the 
remaining rows.  Further commissioned work was completed by Lee Temple in creating a family activity trail map 
of the rows, and Henry Baker created a rows trail map.  Over the four days we welcomed 235 visitors.  

The Great Yarmouth Rows - Walking Trail App see https://explore.echoes.xyz/collections/7xV5TVP4LNouYOlG

GREAT YARMOUTH ROWS
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ROWS ACTIVITY MAP 
by Lee Temple



FACEBOOK CONNECTIONS
In 2018 a Great Yarmouth Rows Facebook page was set up to act as a source to save and share stories, research 
and images.  With the initial assistance of Steve Smith the page quickly had a popular following.  Here are some 
of the stories shared to the page:     For more stories shared see :-  https://www.facebook.com/RowsofGY/

GREAT YARMOUTH ROWS

My grandparents lived in the Rows and they had nine 
surviving children, including my mother. She said that they 
lived in a row opposite the third ferry crossing up near the 
Conge.

From what I can make out from different stories around 
the family they used to take in seamen as lodgers and when 
this happened the children lost their bedroom.

From reading your pages the majority of houses were 
small so the bedrooms were already overcrowded. It was my 
Grandmother that was the head of the family and breadwinner, 
and in the early to mid 30s they moved to East London and she 
started up a Greengrocers round and ended up with horse and 
carts.

Keith Hawkes

My parents had a shoe shop on Row 75 
Howard St. South (end of Victoria Arcade) called 
Buffalo in the late 80s, early 90s. I wondered if 
anyone remembered it or bought shoes from 
them? I walked down that row the other day 
but at the time was unsure of the number, 
Very cute little shops and some still have the 
wooden bay window at the front.

Jessica Whyte

“

“

“

“
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My father William Robert Victor Nicholls was born in 
No. 17, Row 3, which was his grandfather’s house. I have a 
picture of him as a baby, along with proud Mum & Grandma 
standing outside the front door.  At the time the young 
mother and baby were living with the father, Robert William 
Nicholls, and his parents, George & Eliza Nicholls, in No. 17, 
Row 3, but the older lady in the photo didn’t live there, she 
lived in another row.   My father was always very proud of 
being born in a Great Yarmouth Row.

Rob Nicholls

“

“
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Colin Tooke     The Rows of Great Yarmouth / Great Yarmouth and Gorleston Pubs / 
    Great Yarmouth and Gorleston Front Line Towns 
MIchael Teun    Great Yarmouth Then and Now / The Rows of Great Yarmouth /  
    Great Yarmouth in Old Photographs
Dr. Mark Rumble    The New Perlustrations of Great Yarmouth 
George Alfred Knights and Running Round the Rows (free to download or view online)
annotated by Steve Smith    http://www.moonbrandpublications.co.uk/ 
English Heritage Guidebook   Great Yarmouth Row Houses
    https://www.english-heritageshop.org.uk/books-media/guidebook-great-yarmouth-row-houses 

Poppyland Publishers  The Yarmouth Bodysnatchers 
    https://www.poppyland.co.uk/products/YARMOUTH

Websites are mentioned throughout the book but here are some more for reference: 

Old Maps  -    
https://www.old-maps.co.uk/#/
Picture Norfolk -  
https://www.norfolk.gov.uk/libraries-local-history-and-archives/photo-collections/picture-norfolk
Find my Past -  
https://www.findmypast.co.uk/
Ancestry -   
https://www.ancestry.co.uk/
Family Search -  
https://www.familysearch.org/en/
Historic England -  
https://historicengland.org.uk/
Norfolk Heritage Explorer - 
http://www.heritage.norfolk.gov.uk/home
http://historic-maps.norfolk.gov.uk/mapexplorer/

PLACES TO VISIT 

USEFUL WEBSITES

The Great Yarmouth Rows - Walking Trail App
https://explore.echoes.xyz/collections/7xV5TVP4LNouYOlG

Time & Tide Museum  
https://www.museums.norfolk.gov.uk/time-tide

English Heritage Row Houses Museum  
https://www.english-heritage.org.uk/visit/places/great-yarmouth-row-houses-and-greyfriars-cloisters/

Norfolk Record Office  
https://www.archives.norfolk.gov.uk/

Great Yarmouth Library 
https://www.norfolk.gov.uk/libraries-local-history-and-archives/libraries/your-local-library/locations-and-opening-times/
great-yarmouth-library

Lacons Brewery Museum 
https://www.lacons.co.uk/about-us/visitor-centre

Tolhouse Museum  
https://www.museums.norfolk.gov.uk/tolhouse-gaol

Elizabethan House Museum
https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/elizabethan-house-museum

FURTHER RESEARCH
YARMOUTH ROWS

FURTHER READING
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http://www.greatyarmouthpreservationtrust.org/en/projects/ongoing/lowestoft-scores?preview
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INTRODUCTION
LOWESTOFT SCORES

The Scores are an important part of the social history of North Lowestoft, 
which is now part of the North Lowestoft Heritage Action Zone.  In the past, 
the Scores would have been a thriving and busy community full of the comings 
and goings of everyday life.

The term Score is believed to have originated from the old English word ‘skor’, 
meaning to make a cut or line.  These “cut ways” were initially used as links from 
the low lands running along the coastline used for accessing the beach and 
sea for fishing, to the high lands at the top of the cliff.   

The Scores run from East to West and stretch along the coastal cliffs at 
Lowestoft.  These thoroughfares gradually became inhabited by the fishing 
population which spread into a beach village below.  With their frequent use 
they adopted names which sometimes changed over time.  Some of these 
names would have referred to a characteristic linked to the score such as in 
reference to a person, a public house or another building of notable worth.

Originally there were other scores in this area of Lowestoft, but some have 
now been lost to modern development and change.  The remaining eleven 
Lowestoft Scores run along the cliff edge of the High Street and lead down 
to Whapload Road with varying degrees of incline.  Some of the scores have 
become more than a pathway, becoming carriageways originally for Horse 
and Cart access before motor vehicles became more commonplace.

Some of the scores no longer have people living on them and they have 
subsequently become much quieter places than they once were.  Often they are 
now viewed as places that suffer neglect in maintenance and attract antisocial 
behavior, although this does not deter some local pride in their heritage and in 
attracting heritage visitors.  The scores are not for the faint hearted at the best 
of times due to their hilly terrain yet they are at their busiest time when, once a 
year, they are filled with the sound of running feet and laboured breathing for 
the annual Lowestoft Scores Race! 

Previously the scores have seen some improvements in lighting and repairs 
to also include a Heritage Trail with art work installations.  More recently the 
scores have been suffering from lack of maintenance, flytipping and vandalism.  
Look beyond the negatives though you can still catch glimpses of the past and 
interesting features.

For more about the Scores Project  see the Facebook Page :- 

https://www.facebook.com/scoresoflowestoft/
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Image of Mariner’s Score - 
permission from Suffolk Archives - 
Lowestoft Branch. 



SCORES RESEARCH PROJECT
LOWESTOFT SCORES

In 2019 a Scores Research Project was launched as part of the overall Scores Project. 

Opportunities and activities were provided to learn about the scores through researching, using Heritage 
Workshop facilities,  the Suffolk Archives at Lowestoft Library, online sources, visits to the Maritime Museum and 
the Lowestoft Museum, training in oral histories with John Stannard from the Heritage Workshop Centre,  talks 
and walks by authors and historians Ivan Bunn and David Butcher, along with the much appreciated support and 
guidance from Janis Kirby and Sue Barnard.

Based at the Heritage Workshop Centre, on Wilde’s Score, weekly meetings and activities took place where 
volunteers explored various themes relating to the scores.  Their research findings were presented in a private 
exhibition to share their work at the Heritage Centre.  Some volunteers continued beyond this point by joining 
other heritage based groups within the area, and some continued in expanding their research and planned 
further activities and training in collaboration with volunteers from the Scores Conservation Training part of the 
project.  The volunteers research work was also shared as part of the Scores Project at the East Coast Heritage 
Event. This was an all day event open to the public at Lowestoft College in 2019.   Here a number of other local 
history groups connected with the group of scores volunteers for talks about the project and the history of the 
scores.

Visit to the Suffolk Archives - Lowestoft Branch - behind the scenes tour.

Historian Ivan Bunn
Scores History talk at the

Lowestoft Heritage Workshop Centre

Historian David Butcher -  Topography 
of the Scores walk and talk
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VOLUNTEERS’ RESEARCH
LOWESTOFT SCORES

Angela Bliss
Angela has delved into the archives of Suffolk Record Office and historic 
newspapers to bring together a collection of stories and records of 
crimes committed in the Scores. She found early examples of minor 
misdemeanours as far back as 1746  in the Manorial Court Records. There 
is a lovely example of a certain James Barber who was amerced by the 
Court Leet on 7th March 1767, and several other occasions, for “having 
bad pavements”. Another example of another misdemeanour which was 
often recorded included that of -  Samual Robbins, John Biggings, Flint 
Ramsay – The Younger, John Kerridge – The Younger and Thomas Brome, 
who were amerced by the aforesaid Jury for “Not turning up for Suit and 
Service” i.e. they failed to turn up for ‘jury service’.

Later dates included an interesting example of a crime committed in 
Lighthouse Score in June 1900.  It involved a certain Samuel Knights, 
a gardener of the Sparrows Nest Park, accused of assaulting two of his 
neighbours; also residents of Lighthouse Score.  This particular case was a 
good example of criminal and social history within the Scores. As Angela’s 
research unfolded it exposed many of the residents of the Score, as most 
were involved in the case as witnesses. By the end of the research into 
this particular case, she was able to gain insight into who lived in the 
Score at the time of the crime, their addresses, family members, ages and 
occupations.  (Most of this information came from the 1901 census) She 
was also able to gain insight into the recollections of the witnesses and 
their opinions of the accused and the victims from the Lowestoft Journal 
Archives.  It made colourful reading!

Angela is continuing with this research and hopes to publish her work 
eventually. 

Beverley Chamberlain

Beverley focused on the Beatsters that worked mending nets in the Beach 
Village. Using the resources at the Record Office in Lowestoft, Beverley 
compiled a collection of photographs and information documenting their 
lives and work.

Russell Brinded
Russell investigated the changing population of Lighthouse Score, 
between 1841 and 1911, using the Census records. Russell compiled the 
names and addresses of all the residents in a large table that enabled easy 
comparison and made it fascinating to be able to track families through 
the decades. Emma Chapman from East Suffolk Council assisted with this 
project by arranging the printing of Russell`s work.



VOLUNTEERS’ RESEARCH
LOWESTOFT SCORES

Christine Thacker
As part of The Scores Research Project, Christine Thacker produced 
a booklet entitled A Pioneer School- The Legacy of Thomas Annott. 
As a retired primary school teacher Christine was drawn towards 
researching education in the scores and attempted to trace the 
schools which evolved from the legacy of this individual :-

“Thomas Annott was quite a prominent merchant in Lowestoft. 
It appears that he established a school in 1571 and left money 
in his will to provide for the education of Lowestoft born boys. I 
quickly realised that it was going to be a challenging task to trace 
the subsequent development of this school, especially in its early 
years!  I feel that my project is still very much a work in progress, 
as there is more to discover, if possible, and information to check 
and verify. Sources I have used so far include The History, Gazetteer 
and Directory of Suffolk, a report produced by The Commissioners 
of Public Charities and Kelly’s Directories. My favourite sources 
were definitely the log books kept by the head teachers, such as 
those for the period 1873-1919. As an ex teacher, I found these 
records of the day to day life of the school and the personalities 
involved fascinating and often quite familiar! I was struck by 
the many positive aspects of school life at that time, such as the 
achievements of the pupils, and by the links to significant events in 
the history of our country. For example, a Zeppelin raid in the early 
hours of April 16th 1915 was mentioned and how frightening this 
must have been for the children. On April 14th 1916, the children 
were taken to see King George V pass through Lowestoft. The 
pupils were given a half day holiday to celebrate the signing of the 
armistice on November 11th 1918.

Based on what I have found out so far, it appears that Annott’s 
School was first established to the east of St Margaret’s Church, 
in St Margaret’s Road. By 1867, the school seemed to be known as 
Annott’s Endowed School and was based in Wildes Score, under the 
charge of John Salmon. As time went on, amalgamations between 
different schools took place. For example, in 1884, the school 
appears to have joined with The Great Girls School in Mariner’s 
Score and became a mixed establishment. By 1893, it was part of 
The St Margaret’s group of schools. Kelly’s Directory for 1898 calls 
the school Annott’s School and describes it as being in Mariner’s 
Score, although it seems that it was also known as Mariner’s Score 
School. On 20th April 1913, Mariner’s Score school was closed and 
the children were transferred to Whapload Road School.

When circumstances allow, I look forward to continuing my 
research  and to attempting to find out more about the legacy of 
Thomas Annott.”
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“ I won the first 3 Scores races, 
1979, 1980 and 1981 and had the 
cup to keep which i still have to 

this day.  

In this photo Janet Gee is on the 
far right and the other girl there i 

think is a cousin of Janet Gee, Mark 
Gee’s sister.  My sister Maria won 

the race.

 My late Dad, John High and Bill 
Bullock founded and started the 

Scores Race in 1979.  After 3 years 
it finished and was brought back 
in the nineties and a lot of people 

don’t know this “

Gary High

THE SCORES RACE

Image :  Girls running up Spurgeon’s Score  -
Suffolk Archives - Lowestoft Branch (1176/1/13/10/7/8  Photographer: 
Alfred Lovett) from 14th July 1979

The challenging annual Scores 
Race usually takes place every 
year although in 2020 subject 
to the ongoing restrictions and 
safety concerns with the Covid-19 
pandemic the organisers, Waveney 
Valley Athletics Club had to cancel 
the event.

Image :  2019 Waveney Valley Athletics Club 
ready for the Race in Mariner’s Score. 

(The 24th Lowestoft Scores Race)

https://www.waveneyvalley.org/scores-race/
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BRITAINS MOST EASTERLY HILL RACE
4.75miles (approx) including 403 Steps - Licence No: 2013-9334

SUNDAY, 8th SEPTEMBER 2013 at 2.00pm
ALSO JUNIOR RACE (Age Range 10 to 15 years)

PLEASE NOTE: This is a hilly race with steps and is therefore not suitable for wheelchairs

ENTRY FORMS AVAILABLE FROM:
Waveney District Council Town Hall Reception (High Street) & Marina Customer Service
Centre (next to the Marina Theatre) or www.waveneyvalley.org or apply online at
www.runbritain.com (small fee applies) For further information, contact Bill Kingaby at
billkingaby@yahoo.co.uk or alternatively on 01502 566659

Sponsored by: Birds Eye
Supported by: ActiveWaveney Sports Partnership,

Waveney Valley Athletic Club & Christchurch
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1 – Links Road – Steep Climb
2 – Ravine – Descent
3 – Sparrow’s Nest Park – 38 Steps up
4 – Lighthouse Score – 109 Steps down
5 – Arnolds Bequest – Steep Climb
6 – Mariners Score – 53 Steps down
7 – Crown Score – 48 Steps up
8 – Martin’s Score – 42 Steps down
9 – Rant Score – Climb
10 – Wilde Score – 60 Steps down
11 – Malsters Score – 36 Steps up
12 – Spurgeon Score – 15 Steps down
13 – Hering Fishery Score – Climb
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ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS
LOWESTOFT SCORES

Audrey Bird, talks about the Beach Village in the 1930’S

“It felt very safe! Yes. All the fish carts used to come along, and dripping with the water from the fish. Yes, and 
we used to play on Boardley`s Stable, on their carts. `Cos they used to be in sheds but we all used to play on 
the carts

The fisher girls, Scottish girls, used to come down and we used to run on the barrels. My sister fell and hurt her 
leg. They were friendly. We used to watch them cook.  You`d see Scottish girls who`d be walking around with 
the shawls. Knitting. They were always knitting

We used to go down the beach in summer, we never, we used to go in the morning, take jam sandwiches and 
a bottle of lemonade. And we stayed there all day. North beach, we used to go. Never, never went on the south 
beach. There was a stall there where you could get buckets and spades and ice creams.”

John Day, talks about the Beach Village in the 1950’S

“Oh, I can almost sort of visualise it now [the 1953 flood]. It was like pigs, sheep, horses, barrels, and in 
Boardley`s yard he, towed these huge great trees that were trimmed down, ready for transportation on these 
big low loaders. Now, I don`t know how much they would weigh, about a tonne, and they were just scattered 
all over the place. It was terrible, the smell was a bit `grr`. So we went up to the old coastguard station, which 
was a little, how should I say, a wooden shack really, with panoramic windows. And the sea had calmed down 
considerably, but just remember that...it`s almost haunting, you know.

There was no panic or nothing, no screaming or shouting. The next day we were taken by lorry up to St. 
Margaret`s Annexe. That was the church hall up the hospital. And I think my mother and father were given 
blankets, sheets and some parcels of various food. Some came from America, these food parcels. That was the 
first time, when we got settled in, I`d ever had coffee.

It was an awful sort of muddy, horrible smell it left. And then we got rats in the wall and the council came 
down and gave my mother some poison. They said wear gloves, put a bucket underneath, ‘cause there were 
bulges in the walls after the water had dried out.  The rats somehow would find their way in these bulges, and 
they said put the pails underneath there and then put the rat poison in it, stir it up, and then just leave it and 
they just drop in.

We were flooded 3 foot 4 ½ inches. And the plaster just literally, when it dried out, just fell in and the council 
came around and immediately condemned it. It was uninhabitable.

The little backyard, with the central drain hole, outside tap, and a container that took about, I think, about 
half a ton of coal, that you slid up these little boards when you wanted,  and the coal people would unlock the 
gate, walk through and then tip all the things in that. But when it was empty that was a tank, it was a car, it 
was an aeroplane, you know you made your own entertainment.

You used to see all these, the vendors who came along with the little horse and a rack with a supporting 
structure, needs to be for a big paraffin can. And he had all these different sized containers, if you wanted a 
pint or two pint or a gallon you could do it in there. There was a man who used to come around on an adapted 
bicycle, that he put little props under the front wheels, he sat on it, he pedalled away and he`d do the old 
grinding, yeah, that was fantastic, that was. And you`d get the occasional gypsy lady who`d come round.”
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The Scores Volunteers undertook some oral history interviews which they recorded and were then transcribed 
by Rebecca Marta.  These interviews can be found archived with the Heritage Workshop Centre.



TIMELINE
LOWESTOFT SCORES

1000AD
1086

Lowestoft called “Lothuwistoft” 
in Domesday Book

1100AD

1200AD

1300AD
1307

Lord of Manor sanctions 
relocation of town to clifftop

1315
Natural gullies in cliffs (scores) 

start to be used as foot and 
cart ways

1400AD

Mid-1400s
No. 36 High Street built

1500AD
1571

Annot’s Fountain established 
to start school (from bequest in 

Thomas Annot’s will)
1586

Flint House at top of Wilde’s 
Score built

1600AD1609
High and Low Lights first in 

operation 1628
Lighthouses rebuilt – Low Light 

at bottom of Mariner’s Score
1642

Oliver Cromwell stays at Swan 
Inn (top of Mariner;’s Score) 1658

Francis Kettleburn fined for 
annoying Rant Score with his 

drain1662
Execution of Lowestoft Witches

1664
Great Fire of Lowestoft – nearly 
150 houses destroyed in Scores, 

High St., and Whapload Road1676
High Lighthouse built on clifftop

1688
“Armada Post” erected at top 

of Martin’s Score
1700AD1737

George II uses Rant Score after 
landing on the North Beach

1738
John Wilde dies1741

Swan Inn demolished
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1764
John Wesley preaches in 

Martin’s Score 1775
Lowestoft’s population: 2331 

residents, 445 houses
1788

Wilde’s School opens

1800AD

1790
First houses built on the Denes: 

beginning of Beach Village1827
Parliamentary approval 

granted for Lowestoft bridge – 
opened 1830 1845

First railway station built by 
Samuel Morton Peto1846

Great Girls’ School built in 
Mariner’s Score for 182 pupils 1856

Scores no longer responsibility 
of Surveyor, but that of Lowestoft 
Improvement Commissioners

1856
Eagle Brewery built on corner 

of Rant Score
1868

First stone of Christchurch laid 
by the Rev. William Nottridge 

Ridley

1874
New High Light built at top of 

Lighthouse Score

1883
Waveney Dock and Fish 

Market opens

1887
Ravine Bridge built to 
commemorate Queen 

Victoria’s Golden Jubilee
1897

Tidal surge floods Beach Village

1900AD
1918

Children at schools in Scores 
given half–day to celebrate 

signing of the Armistice
1930’s

First Scores races1937
Lighthouse Scores cottages 

demolished and replaced with 
council housing

1940/41/43
Scores bombed

1953
North Sea Flood submerges over 

400 homes in Lowestoft Area

1944
Wilde’s School closes, later re-

opened as John Wilde Social Club

1955-1960’s
Beach Village demolished

1970’s
Police station built over Frost 

Alley Score
1979-1981

The Scores Race is held

1995
The Scores Race returns

1995
Birds Eye donate building for 

use as Heritage Centre
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RESEARCHING THE SCORES
LOWESTOFT SCORES

DAVID BUTCHER
Historian,  Author and retired teacher David Butcher provides an insight concerning his references to researching the 
Lowestoft Scores:

My own experience and knowledge the Scores is based on study of the surviving Latin manorial records and on-the-     
ground fieldwork carried out over many years. Ivan and I produced a series of four maps of the town, way back, from 
the manorial material (me, as translator - he, as cartographer), two of which -– for 1618 and 1725 -– appear in my 
Lowestoft 1550-–1750 (2008) on pp. 17 & 24. My Medieval Lowestoft (2016) also contains details of the old town’s 
topography, especially in Chapter 3.

The Town of Lowestoft c. 1720-–25, published in September 2019, is a dedicated volume for the work of the Heritage 
Workshop Centre. This is based on manorial property transactions and transfers, and it records not only those details 
but also gives a verbal account of “the town on the ground” not only as it was in c. 1720, but also today –- this by 
commenting on changes which have taken place. 

The Heritage Workshop Centre has a large collection of bound copies of the Lowestoft Journal downstairs in its   
archives which are also well worth exploring.

IVAN BUNN
Historian, Author and Research Assistant working with archives at the Record Office in Lowestoft      
Library gives his practical advice on sources to look at when researching the Lowestoft Scores:

1. Sources readily accessible in the Lowestoft Archives searchroom.
• 1st, 2nd and 3rd editions of the O.S. 25 inch maps covering the period c.1882 to c.1927.
• Large scale O.S. maps of Lowestoft [scale 1:500] dated c.1884 with later additions.
• Lowestoft Tithe Map of 1841 [Ref: 544/28] and Apportionment of 1842 [Ref: 544/29].
• Assorted maps of Lowestoft covering the period c.1832 to the present day.
• Various Lowestoft and County Directories from 1844 to 1974.
• Copies of the Lowestoft Journal, 1874 to 2016 [on micro-film].
• Lowestoft parish registers on micro-fiche and bound transcriptions [latter are indexed].
• Assorted press-cuttings.
• Lowestoft Journal Archive [Collection 1176] searchable on the Suffolk Archives website .
• Local Ephemera [Collection 1147] searchable on the Suffolk Archives website.
• Sales Particulars for the Lowestoft Area [Collection 1011] searchable on the Suffolk Archives website.
• A peripheral source would be the Port of Lowestoft Research Society’s collection [used to obtain more information 

regarding fishermen known to have been living in a particular score(s)].

2. Archive sources kept in the strongroom upon request. (some of these are subject to being moved to 
“The Hold” in Ipswich in 2020):

• The main source from the strongroom would be the Lowestoft Manor Court Books in Collection 194 these 
cover the period from 1580–-1935 [with one missing volume c.1662].  These are an important primary source as 
nearly all of the properties in the scores were held Copyhold and all changes in ownership were recorded at the 
monthly Court Baron.

• Details of other documents with possible information about the Scores could be located by searching the Suffolk 
Archives database online. [see below]

3. Online sources:
• The Suffolk Archives data-base at https://www.suffolkarchives.co.uk/
• Invaluable census records can be found at https://www.findmypast.co.uk/ or on the Ancestry website at https://

www.ancestry.co.uk/ Subscription is required but both websites are available free of charge in the Searchroom, 
Lowestoft Archives.

• Searching the Lowestoft Journal archive [1872 to 1911] can be carried out on the British Newspapers Archive at 
https://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/ but this is not freely available and a subscription is required.

Obviously the internet could be simply “trawled” by searching “lowestoft scores” but be warned some of the “hits”   
contain somewhat inaccurate and spurious information to say the least!
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Copies of the Map of Lowestofe and  Gunton in Suffolk dating from 1579-80 can be seen at the Suffolk Archives 
Lowestoft Branch based at the Library and also at the Lowestoft Museum.  The Suffolk Archives Lowestoft 
Branch  has a collection of useful maps for reference. The following maps are sourced from the National Library 
of Scotland website.

1887 Ordnance Survey Map
not to scale

HISTORICAL MAPS
LOWESTOFT SCORES
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Reproduced with the permission of the National Library of Scotland - https://maps.nls.uk/

to extent of map available



1905 Ordnance Survey Map
(the Scores spread across two maps)

not to scale
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Reproduced with the permission of the National Library of Scotland - https://maps.nls.uk/



1927 Ordnance Survey Map
(the Scores spread across two maps)

not to scale
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Reproduced with the permission of the National Library of Scotland - https://maps.nls.uk/
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CONSERVATION TRAINING
LOWESTOFT SCORES

Week 1 -  Introduction and Surveying

Over 5 weeks volunteers were trained for one day a week in traditional building skills at taster sessions.  This 
involved hands–on training in surveying and recording, using lime mortar, flintknapping, stonemasonry, and 
types of brickwork and materials used on the scores, through talks and practical sessions based at Lowestoft 
Heritage Workshop Centre.                                                                                          

The volunteers were provided with an introduction 
to the Scores in terms of their historical importance 
to the area which is now part of Historic England’s 
North Lowestoft Heritage Action Zone.  An 
introductory talk about the HAZ was given by 
Karen Staples, the HAZ Programme Manager from 
East Suffolk Council, followed by a talk about 
Conservation Areas by Elizabeth Martin, who is the 
Senior Design & Conservation Officer at East Suffolk 
Council. 

The practical session in surveying and recording 
was supported by Great Yarmouth Borough Council 
Assistant Conservation Officer Azalia Sargsyan, 
GYPT Architect Lenko Grigorov and CADesign 
Services Ltd Principal Surveyor, Iain Tubby.  

Introduction to surveying historic buildings/ 
structures involved measuring and recording 
structural information which could then be 
transferred to measured technical drawings. 

Week 2 - Lime Mortar and Building Skills
The volunteers were taught about listed buildings 
and conservation areas,  including the grading system 
and conservation restrictions and approaches. John 
Stannard instructed them on brickwork, including 
dating bricks, and they started building mockup 
walls using lime mortar techniques with Medieval 
Masonry Ltd. https://www.medievalmasonry.co.uk/

Week 3 -   Flintknapping
Lime Mortar training continued, including 
pointing methods. Professional flintknapper John 
Lord provided them instruction on the different 
techniques in knapping flint for architectural use.

Week 4 - Stone Masonry
A practical stone masonry session was led by master 
stonemason John Briggs of Medieval Masonry Ltd. 
The group learnt about the different types of stone, 
uses, and their origins.

Week 5 - Fish and Chips!
During the last week of training, work continued 
on the mockup walls and certificates presented for 
taking part and a fish and chips lunch!



SCORES IMPROVEMENTS
LOWESTOFT SCORES

Martin’s Score
The volunteers from the Conservation Training applied their new skills to a score in great need of repair. Martin’s 
Score had developed a large hole in one part of the historic walls, and further sections were in desperate need 
of repointing, a task the group completed to a high standard.

Weekly Scores Volunteers Meetings
Beyond the five weeks of conservation training the conservation volunteers were joined by some of the research 
volunteers in carrying on doing small repairs, litter-picking, weeding and pruning, clearing overgrown areas 
and gardening.  During the winter months meetings alternated between outdoor work and research days at 
the Lowestoft Branch of  the Suffolk Archives based at Lowestoft Library, training in first aid and health and 
safety, and a trip to Norfolk Record Office.  The volunteers are continuing to meet and it is hoped the group will 
continue beyond the project ending.
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Mariner’s Score
Some improvement work on the scores focused on an urgent repair of Mariner’s Score Archway in 2019 to 
ensure that the score was ready in time for the annual Scores Race.  The work was completed by Century 
Training Academy, under direction of structural engineer Stuart Armitage from the Morton Partnership, and 
in collaboration with the North Lowestoft Heritage Action Zone.  After many years of neglect and lack of 
maintenance, ivy and buddleia had consumed the structure of the Mariner’s Score archway requiring it to be 
partially dismantled to remove the root system.  website - https://www.centurytraining.co.uk/

Further Improvements
A Scores Trail was created during previous major improvement works that included metal plated trail plaques 
on the scores, relating to a paper trail map that was also produced at the time.  Also during that period of 
improvement work, red herring trail plaques, trail markers and sculptures by artist Paul Amey were installed 
along the scores.  Over time some of  the sculpture work and plaques have gone missing and the remaining 
plaques have since become difficult to read due to the wear and tear of the weathering elements in these 
exposed areas.  With the Making Waves Funding, graphic designer/filmmaker Henry Baker was asked to recreate 
the missing plaques in time for the Heritage Open Days.  Guidance and advice was provided by local historians 
Ivan Bunn and David Butcher to take the opportunity to update some of the information.  With the assistance of 
Scores Volunteer Martyn Bibb, the three missing plaques were installed for the Heritage Open Days with plans 
for the other plaques to be replaced in 2020.  

While some of the scores sculpture work has sadly been stolen the giant bronze mackerel sculpture which is no 
longer on Spurgeon’s Score is safely stored and East Suffolk Council are looking at alternative heritage locations 
in North Lowestoft to reinstall it in a more secure place.
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Images : Mariner’s Score by John Burton from the Lowestoft Photographic Group



CREATIVE WORK
LOWESTOFT SCORES

SETTLING OLD SCORES - A POEM BY DR. TIM GARDINER
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Dr. Tim Gardiner is an ecologist, poet, and children’s author. He writes: “Japanese haiku poetry has transferred 
successfully to the English language. Modern haiku often deviate from a ‘traditional’ 5-7-5 syllable structure, with 
a greater emphasis on the cutting words (kireji), seasonality (kigo) and juxtaposition of images between the two 
parts of the poem.      website - http://www.essexfieldclub.org.uk/portal/p/Insect+poetry

“I first became familiar with the scores through running them. An absolute killer but fascinating. The haibun 
(prose and haiku) I’ve written is below.”

We begin out race at the Ravine, pushing it hard up the incline, under the Victorian 
bridge. After circling the flowerbeds of Sparrow’s Nest, you have the early lead 

down Cart Score steps. Over sea horses, starlings murmur to and fro.

lighthouse
the sun rises
step by step

By Mariner’s Score, I’ve caught you up, stretching ahead on Crown Score. I pause 
for breath at the top of the steps, allowing you to remain in view. A side arch leads 
into an overgrown yard full of bramble, beer bottles, and yesterday’s news. As you 

breeze past, the temperature drops.

rant score
robins argue
in dense ivy

The contest is nearing its conclusion, we’re within touching distance. Navigating 
Maltster’s Score, I’ve lost sight of you by the crinkle crankle wall lined with silver 
fish. Along Herring Fishery Score, you materialise by the Police Station built over 

the final highway.

frost alley
you slip through the wall

another victory

SETTLING OLD SCORES

Images : Scores Race 2019 by the Lowestoft Photographic Group



PRINTING WORKSHOP - PAPERWORKS
Paper-works* is an artist led printmaking studio situated in Lowestoft, just a few minutes’ walk to the 
beach on the Suffolk coast.  For the Scores Sketching and Printing Workshop, local artist Hilary Barry led 
the Sketching morning session and paper-works* team, Hugh Davies and Lisa Hurcum, led the afternoon 
lino printing.  The workshop was based at the Heritage Workshop Centre in Wilde’s Score giving direct 
access to the location of the scores.  Participants either sketched on location or worked from photographs 
to develop their linoprints. These prints were available as postcards to purchase over the Heritage Open 
Days and can be found at the Heritage Workshop Centre.
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For more details about paper-works* see website :- http://www.paper-works.co.uk/



CREATIVE COMMISSIONS
LOWESTOFT SCORES
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SCORES FILM - JOSHUA FREEMANTLE

A film commission focused on the Lowestoft Scores 
was undertaken by Joshua Freemantle.  Joshua, 
already working on his own project at the time, 
producing  a “Life of Lowestoft” documentary, took on 
the extra challenge of a Scores short film.  This can be 
viewed via YouTube : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0oUaDYcypYo

website - https://joshuafreemantle.co.uk/

PHOTOGRAPHY COMMISSION-  
LOWESTOFT PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB

Photography and film has been, and will 
continue to be an important means of visually 
documenting social history in communicating 
people and places in time.  

Luckily we have inherited vast collections of 
photographic images giving us an insight into 
the history of the Scores of Lowestoft.  These 
collections are scattered in various locations 
ranging from private collections, books, 
museums, archives and on the internet. 

Sadly some of the photographers who took 
these fascinating images remain largely 
anonymous and may never be associated with 
their work. 

It was with reference to the past photographers 
of the Lowestoft Scores that inspired the 
commissioned photography work of the 
Lowestoft Photographic Club and a film by 
Joshua Freemantle to document them over a 
year April 2019-2020.

The photographs were collated into 3 limited 
edition photobooks to become archives for the 
future at Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust, 
Lowestoft Heritage Workshop Centre and at the 
Suffolk Archives based at Lowestoft Library.

The photographic work can be viewed through 
the Lowestoft Photographic Club website .

website - https://www.lowestoftpc.org.uk/

Crown Score - John Burton

Rant Score - John Pitts

Mariner’s Score - John Pitts

Wilde’s  Score - John Burton



HERITAGE OPEN DAYS
LOWESTOFT SCORES

Based at Flint House, 80 High Street, the Scores Exhibition took place over the two weekends of the Heritage 
Open Days 2019.  On both weekends Ivan Bunn kindly conducted a free to attend walking tour of the Scores to 
compliment the exhibition and project work. Both events were fully attended, taking 2 hours to illustrate the 
history of the scores and surrounding areas. A Echoes Walking Trail of the Scores was created by Catherine Allen 
which people could download for free to read or hear about the history of the Scores.  The exhibition was an 
opportunity to share the work of the various activities and community engagement through research, creative 
work, conservation training and commissions that had taken place up until August 2019.  Over the 4 days we 
welcomed 565 visitors.
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SCORES ACTIVITY MAP by Jordan Holland
With the Heritage Open Days in mind we had looked at different ways to engage people with the scores.  Graphic 
Designer Jordan Holland was commissioned to create a Scores Family Activity Sheet which was available on the 
Heritage Open Days and can be found at the Heritage Workshop Centre - open Tuesdays to Thursdays. 
or download via :- /www.greatyarmouthpreservationtrust.org/en/projects/ongoing/lowestoft-scores?preview
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WALKING MAP by Henry Baker
Henry Baker produced a self guided Scores Trail Map which was available during the Heritage Open Days and 
is also available to purchase at the Heritage Workshop Centre.   

website - https://www.lowestoftheritage.org/

The
Historic Scores

Of
Lowestoft

What are The Lowestoft Scores?
Lowestoft’s Scores were once the connection between 
the main town on the clifftop and the historic denes and 
“beach village”, long since replaced with industrial offices 
and retail. 
The word “Score” comes from an old Danish word, 
“Skora”, meaning cleft or notch. Prior to the building of 
the town, they would have been natural water runoffs 
down the cliff.
Named after various important local people or places, 
the Scores paint a picture of how the town once was, 
with many still harbouring a number of authentic 
features dating to their creation.
While some remain simple footpaths, others have 
become roadways or home to business and houses, 
the Scores are a unique part of Lowestoft as a town.
Every year, the famous Scores Race is held, where 
participants are challenged with running up and 
down them as part of the course.

The Scores from North to South
The Ravine

Formerly Gunton Score, the Ravine provides 
eastbound road access from Yarmouth Road 
to the top of Whapload Road. It is spanned by 
a bridge commemorating Queen Victoria’s 
Golden Jubilee.
Cart Score 

Cart Score runs back up the hill, taking traffic 
back to Yarmouth Road. It was once known 
as “Gibbet Score” or “Gallows Score”, 
either because it was home to a Mr. Gallow 
or (less likely) where the town’s gallows 
were situated.

Lighthouse Score
The top entrance to Lighthouse Score, 
appropriately, sits next to Lowestoft 
Lighthouse. This score was laid out in 
1806.

Mariner’s Score
Previously called Swan Score, for the 

Swan Inn that stood at the top end 
by the High Street. Oliver Cromwell 
stayed in this inn when he came to 
Lowestoft in 1643.

Crown Score
Originally Lion Score after the Lion Inn 

which once stood at its head, the current 
name comes from the nearby Crown Hotel. 

Martin’s Score
First simply a Common Score, and then named 
Gowing’s Score, Martin’s Score was not listed on 
town records until after 1720.

Rant Score
Rant Score is the only score that in historic times 
provided vehicular access from the High Street to 
Whapload Road, just as it still does today. 

Wilde's Score
Wilde's Score was named for the Wilde family, 

and William Wilde who built the old Flint House 
that stands next to its High Street entrance.

Maltster’s Score
Maltster's Score is named for the pub “The Jolly 

Maltster”, long since gone, and, like Wilde's Score, 
was diverted in more recent times by construction 
on Whapload Road.

Spurgeon Score
Also known at one time as Titlowe’s Score, it is the only 

remaining score that still contains historic cottages.
Herring Fishery Score
With many names historically, including Porter’s Score, 

today at the foot of the score can be found the UK’s 
most easterly church, and at its head sits the modern 

Lowestoft Police Station.
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Lesley Bunn     Scores of Interest  / Lowestoft Then and Now  
Ivan A. W. Bunn   The Trial of the Lowestoft Witches / Haunted Lowestoft Revisted
David Butcher   Medieval Lowestoft: The Origins and Growth of a Suffolk Coastal Community / 
    Lowestoft, 1550-1750: Development and Change in a Suffolk Coastal Town
(above books available at the Heritage Workshop Centre)    see their shop website https://www.lowestoftheritage.org/
Ian G. Robb     Lowestoft Past and Present
Dean Parkin and Jack Rose -  The Grit: The Story of Lowestoft’s Beach Village 
C.L. Hook    Lowestoft High Street, the Butcher, the Baker and the Candlestick Maker. 
    Then & Now

Some websites are mentioned on pages throughout the book but here are some for reference: 

Scores Project Facebook Page - 
https://www.facebook.com/scoresoflowestoft/
Old Maps -
https://www.old-maps.co.uk/#/
Suffolk Archives - 
https://www.suffolkarchives.co.uk/
Suffolk Family History Society  - 
http://suffolkfhs.co.uk/index.php/group/lowestoft-group
Heritage Workshop Centre - 
https://www.lowestoftheritage.org/
Old Lowestoft - 
http://www.oldlowestoft.co.uk/
Find my Past - 
https://www.findmypast.co.uk/
Ancestry - 
https://www.ancestry.co.uk/
Family Search - 
https://www.familysearch.org/en/
Suffolk Heritage Explorer - 
https://heritage.suffolk.gov.uk/
Historic England - 
https://historicengland.org.uk/

PLACES TO VISIT 

USEFUL WEBSITES

The Lowestoft Scores - Walking Trail App 
https://explore.echoes.xyz/collections/dg9uO8ntlwpmuSoX
Heritage Workshop Centre, 80a High Street, Wilde’s Score, Lowestoft, NR32 1XN 
https://www.lowestoftheritage.org/
Lowestoft Museum, Broad House, Nicholas Everitt Park, Oulton Broad, NR33 9JY 
https://www.lowestoftmuseum.org/
Lowestoft Maritime Museum,  Sparrows Nest Gardens, Whapload Road, Lowestoft, NR32 1XG                      
http://www.lowestoftmaritimemuseum.co.uk/
Lowestoft War Memorial Museum,  Sparrows Nest Gardens, Lowestoft, NR32 1XG
https://www.lowestoftwarmemorialmuseum.co.uk/
Suffolk Archives, Lowestoft Library, Clapham Road South, Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR32 1DR
https://www.suffolkarchives.co.uk/planning-your-visit/suffolk-record-office-branches/lowestoft-branch/

FURTHER RESEARCH
LOWESTOFT SCORES

FURTHER READING
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Note : The Great Yarmouth Rows and Lowestoft Scores Projects have involved many people, organisations 
and businesses to have successfully completed many of the projects aims.  Unfortunately the projects ended 
prematurely due to the outbreak of the Coronavirus Covid-19 Pandemic in April 2020.  The subsequent lock-
down from this led to some of the final parts of the Scores and Rows Projects being cancelled.  This would have 
included an end of project exhibition aiming to bring both the projects together to celebrate their achieve-
ments.  (Although this book will go some way towards marking this).  

There are so many people to thank for their involvement in the Rows and Scores Projects it is difficult to list 
everyone so apologies if anyone has been missed.  

Rows Project: 

With thanks to Great Yarmouth Library - Annabel Plater and staff    /  Graham and Izey at GY Library Archives 
/  Colin Tooke /  Paul Godfrey / Catherine Allen / Time and Tide Museum - Patricia Day, Colin Stott / English 
Heritage Row House Museum - Michele Lovik - Debra Taylor - Bertie Patterson and team / The Tolhouse Muse-
um / Michael Teun / Ricky and his team/ Century Training Academy / Michael Stephenson/ Henry Baker / Lee 
Temple / Jaime-Lea Taylor / Joe Malcolm / Cobholm Minitures - Roger Silver / Tim Gardiner / Edward Worlledge 
Ormiston Academy / Gerry Desborough / Clare Southern and the Street Level team / Iceni Care - David Bailey - 
Andy - Marcus - Shaun and the team / Hugh Sturzaker and the Great Yarmouth Civic Society / SeaChange Arts 
/ Rebecca Marta / Jennifer  Tidd / Russell Ward / Trevor Rawson / Steve Smith / Kevin Jones / Sarah Metcalf / Pat 
Williams / Sue Hack / Dianne Sutherland / Jade Balkman / Ann Basey / Lynne Hart / Allison Bester / Jo Critch /
Wil Wood - Lacons Brewery / Liz Norman / jeannette Pickering / Leslie White / Norfolk Archives / MJ Training / 
Paul and Molly Davies/ Paul Patterson / Philip Houghton /Joyce Ward / Joseph Smith / John Hemsworth

Scores Project: 

With thanks to John Stannard, Lesley Bunn and the team at the Heritage Workshop Centre /  Lowestoft Library 
Archives /  Ivan Bunn / David Butcher / Janis Kirby /  Sue Barnard /  Tim Gardiner / Henry Baker / Paper-works / 
Hilary Barry / Alice Taylor / East Suffolk Council - Helen Johnson - Karen Staples - Elizabeth Martin and Emma 
Chapman / Century Training Academy Ltd / Medieval Masonry Ltd / John Lord/ Lowestoft Photography Club/ 
Joshua Freemantle / Martyn Bibb/ Christine Thacker/ Angela Bliss/ Vanessa  Madle/  Russell Brinded / Maria 
Demierre / Steve Kent /Karen and Steve Everitt /  Paul Gillings / Neil Coleby / Margery Keable / David Waterman 
/ Bev Chamberlain / Beryl Capps /Lowestoft Museum / Lowestoft Maritime Museum / C.A.Design Services Ltd - 
Iain Tubby / Jordan Holland /  MJ Training / Audrey Bird / John Day / Bob Collis 

The Great Yarmouth Rows and Lowestoft Scores Project was led by the Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust.

Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust Team :- 
Director of Projects - Darren Barker  /  Architect - Azalia Sargsyan 
Rows and Scores Projects Co-ordinator - Rachel Harrison / 
Rows Project Assistant Co-ordinator - Carol Desborough /  
Scores Project Assistant Co-ordinator - Rebecca Marta / 
Office Manager- Lyn Bales / Finance - Louise Averre / Architect - Lenko Grigorov
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The Ravine, 
Cart Score, 
Lighthouse Score, 

Mariners Score, 
Crown Score, 
Martin’s Score, 
Rant Score, 
Wildes Score, 
Maltster’s Score, 
Spurgeon’s Score, 

Herring Fishery Score, 

Introducing 
The Scores

A Research 
Journey....

Lowestoft and Great Yarmouth share a common feature: narrow passages 
or alleyways in the old town centre that are historically significant. In Great 
Yarmouth, these are the ancient Rows, relics of a bygone era when people 
lived crammed together down these narrow footways. In Lowestoft, they 
are the Scores, paths down the side of the cliff that linked the houses up 

high to the industries down low.

This book is a chronicle of Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust’s journey to 
improve and conserve these treasured historical features, and to unite the 

two towns through these unique passageways.


